Exhibit 22
On September 17, 2001, [REDACTED] WALLACE, Date of Birth [DOB]: [REDACTED], [REDACTED], was interviewed by ALCOHOL, TOBACCO & FIREARMS (ATF) Special Agents (SAs) JOHN PAOILLO and JEFF KERR at [REDACTED]. WALLACE provided the following information:

WALLACE is a United States citizen. He has been employed by AMERICAN AIRLINES for approximately 17 years, starting in 1973. His position is Technical Crew Chief and Environmental Coordinator. His office telephone number is [REDACTED]. His cell phone number is [REDACTED] and his pager number is [REDACTED], PIN [REDACTED]. WALLACE recalls setting up a Dangerous Goods kiosk outside of the main security checkpoint of AMERICAN AIRLINES. On May 10, 2001, he purchased items for the display shelves of the kiosk. On May 11, 2001, while creating the actual display, he observed two (2) Middle Eastern men sitting within a few feet. Each man had with him a pilot's bag (hard case with a flat folding top). WALLACE brought the agents to the pilot's luggage where there were approximately 30 such bags.

As WALLACE worked on his display, he heard the two (2) men speaking what he described as a distinct Middle Eastern language. He observed that one of the individuals had no chin and dead eyes. He remembers thinking that this man's face would be a terrible face to have. This individual was spending most of the 45 minutes talking on a cell phone, while they were sitting.

His partner was taking photographs and a video of the checkpoint. They also took photographs of the arrival/departure screens.

WALLACE observed in the open pilot's bag (the other was closed) three (3) white disposable cameras, a video camera, files and a cell phone. He observed the man photographing use the first two (2) cameras and he believes removed the third. He also observed approximately five (5) minutes of video taping. WALLACE believed the video camera was manufactured by SHARP.
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2 9/17/01 [REDACTED] WALLACE
WALLACE, at one point during this 45 minute period, moved away and told another employee that two (2) men were filming and talking Arabic. He was told by that individual they were probably speaking Portuguese. WALLACE stated the language was clearly Arabic. It was guttural, but smooth.

WALLACE was shown a photo array and positively identified a picture of [REDACTED] ATTA, as the man talking on the cell phone. WALLACE stated both men wore Docker pants. He felt they were dressed like they were from Miami, Florida. WALLACE is positive the man he saw was ATTA, who was wearing a shiny, solid gray 1980's type of shirt. The photographer wore a tan rayon shirt with stripes and flowers. Both men had on brand new woven, smooth leather shoes and neither wore socks. The soles of ATTA's shoes were barely scratched.

WALLACE was so bothered by these two (2) men he asked them if they had any of these prohibited items, which he was displaying in their bags. They responded in Arabic and then slid down approximately six (6) seats. They were aware WALLACE was observing them, so they closed up the bag and the two (2) men walked away toward the South security checkpoint of AMERICAN EAGLE. WALLACE followed five (5) feet behind the men. They turned and looked at him following and gestured with an awkward smile.

WALLACE followed the men to the checkpoint where they placed their bags on the x-ray machine. At this point, he was
called to attend to other issues. He believes he asked the person at the x-ray machine if the bags were okay. He can not definitely say if they boarded a plane, but has a feeling they boarded a flight to Washington, DC.